
Term 1 Newsletter  2022!

Find the hidden Easter

egg on each page.

Check out YPLO'S Facebook page
by scanning QR code above. L-R: Macca, Em, Morgan and Kay enjoying the summer weather at Port Rickaby.

OF YPLO'S TREES GROUP

Hello from the YPLO team: Tanya, Jaime and Eleni.

20th anniversary edition.
April 2022

A massive thank you to all members, volunteers & staff past and
present. Without you the trees propagation group wouldn't be what
it is today. We thank you for all your contributions and we will see

you all in another 20 years for more celebrations. 

2001 Throwback 



Upcoming events:

 

 

Upcoming Birthdays:
 
 

19th-29th of April - holiday program

Welcome new volunteer Nick! He will
be helping us in arts and crafts. Check

out one of his paintings below. We
also have a new member, Thomas.

Please make him welcome!

23rd April- Anthony

20th may- Daniel

20TH May- Mary

25th may- Robbie

23rd-24th April - Yorkon

16th-22nd - nATIONAL VOLUNTEERS WEEK 

Wishing everyone a safe
and happy holiday!

Office hours- 9am to 4pm Monday to Thursday
 

57 Main street Minlaton, 5575
Phone: (08) 88533834 or 0400532552

Email: Ypleisureoptions@yorke.sa.gov.au 
 

Centre-based groups Tuesday to Friday
 

Basil celebrating
 Easter!



Covid-19 update for all
members and volunteers.
With the likelihood of community transmissions reaching an all time high
on YP we ask that you stay home if you are feeling unwell. All staff and
volunteers are required by law to continue wearing masks as we are

working in a setting with vulnerable people. Please continue to sanitise
when necessary and encourage members to do the same. YPLO has a
duty of care to keep the community safe, the best way to do this is to
keep hygiene practices to a high standard. Members are not required

to wear a mask but are encouraged when out and about. 

Eleni and Jarrad



Cameron working on tool box

Cameron's Tool Box

Coasters Bicycle Bench made for a customer

Members have been busy working in the Woodshed this term, accomplishing lots of projects!
We welcomed new member Thomas who will be coming every second week. 

A bicycle bench was made for a customer who supplied all the materials, this was Thomas' first
project he assisted with in the woodshed. Emily built a shoe rack and stained it on completion. 
 Richelle made a present for her mum (shhh). We made coasters which Arts & Crafts painted.
Wishing well boxes that are yet to be completed to sell. Emily and Richelle made a few stands

and painted 1 each to take home 2 different shades of pink. The girls loved painting their
projects! Cameron built a tool box for himself and continues to work on his other projects. We
thank our Volunteers Brian, Barry and Astrid for their continuous support in the Woodshed.

 

Woodshed

Emily wiping coastersEmily's Shoe Rack

Emily and Brian

Wishing Well Boxes

Richelle & Emily with their stands



To follow Covid-19 requirements we started the term
off in the hall social distancing. Members each got

given 1 colour that they had to make an artwork out of.
The idea behind this was to create a colourful rainbow
to brighten up the art room. In week 2 of art members
tried out new Posca paint pens. They experimented on
paper and then decorated rocks. Everyone found this
fun and the Posca pens soon became a fan favourite!

The following fortnight we decorated coasters made by
the Woodshed in the paint pouring method. Members

also decorated plant pots with left over paint. These will
be a great addition to the Mother's Day Stall. Tanya
took the next fortnight's group with assistance from

Nick (new volunteer), they helped members complete
self portraits. In the afternoon they looked at Dubai's

most famous building's following Trevor's arrival back
into Australia. Sandrine and Terina from Relationships

Australia were in for the last week of term creating
animals from free flowing scribbles. They did some

movement activities with members in the afternoon that
were a hit. Term threes art program will be handed out

at the start of the term. 

What a great start to the year!What a great start to the year!

Arts and Crafts

Social distancing in the hall

Paint Pours

Jarrad and Daniel showcasing their work.



This term in cooking we have been travelling
around the world, trying dishes from different

cuisines. This not only allows members to try new
recipes but also allows us to incorporate new

flavours into the foods we eat. Each week members
have had a focus, with the intent to practice

different skills like making a sauce. The aim being
to develop confidence when trying new skills. 

Robbie Morgan eager to learn from Marie
Jarrad making pesto
sauce from scratch!

Trevor using dishwasher

Kay layering moussaka 

Dan busy mixing 



LIVING SKILLS
We have accomplished so much this term in Living Skills!

Starting off with our Chinese Cultural Day, members learnt
about traditions and customs while eating fried rice and

fortune cookies. In the following weeks we established our
plot at the Minlaton Community Garden. So far we have

harvested radishes and a couple of tomatoes.  YPLO
participated in Clean up Australia Day this term, we collected
5 bags worth of rubbish.  A few of our members have started

working on their resumes as a first step in being job ready.
This is a project that will continue into next term and hopefully
lead into some work experience for a select few. Together we
also looked at sun safety and road safety, brainstorming all of

the things we could do to stay safe outside. We have had
plenty of laughs and learnt a lot of new skills in this time, we

are looking forward to next term. 

 Clean up Australia Day Stats:

-70 + soft plastics

-3 x masks

-20 + bottles

-17 + cans 

-1 x dummy

-1 x Christmas bauble

+much more

Jarrad and Kane eating lunch. 

Jarrad and Jaime picking up rubbish. 

Jarrad and Jess participating in a Treasure Hunt

Robbie and Clayton cooking lunch

Emily, Jaime, Robbie, Clayton, Jarrad,
Trevor, Eleni and Jess at Marion Bay Tavern.

Em's 40th 



We kicked of Fun & Games for the term with Valentines craft and a game of cricket on the oval.

The highlight for the term in Fun & Games was a fishing trip to Pt Victoria jetty. They all loved the
opportunity to catch a fish or 2 and even a squid. YPLO would like to thank Matt Illman who was a guest
volunteer, giving his time to make this activity a huge success! 

Other activities we did were making slime & playdough and building sculptures with the playdough.

We finished off the term with an Easter Egg hunt and some Easter craft activities.

FUN AND GAMES

PLAYDOUGH
CREATIONS

VALENTINES DAY CRAFT

EASTER ACTIVITIES

Daniel

Mary and Wayne

Emily, Clayton and Jess

Jarrad and Trevor

Skye and Clayton

Group shot! Jarrad



A massive thank you to all that attended
the Tree's 20th Anniversary Birthday!

This term in Trees group members have been busy little bees! 
They have been seeding, weeding and splitting as well as preparing the nursery for
the 20th anniversary party that was held on the 1st of April. Jaime has created some

wonderful infographics (unveiled at the party)  that members and customers can use to
identify plants. The week after the 20th birthday we were visited by Gavin, a strong

voice in disability advocacy from YP! He interviewed members about their experience
at YPLO. It was great having him visit us and we can't wait to work with him more in the

future.

L-R back to front: Astrid,
Jarrad, Justin, Wayne, Tim,

Ryan, Bowie, Brian, Jess,
Bobbi, Emily, Clayton,

Tanya, Cameron, Robbie,
Eleni, Macca and Nick.  

Jan Cameron Tanya, Eleni, Phil, Jaime,
Clayton and Robbie. 

Members enjoying morning tea.

YPLO's feature
in the Country

Times. 

Gavin's visit. Clayton, Wayne, Robbie,
Jarrad, Macca, Jess, Karen and Gavin. 





FOOTBALL LUNCHEON

On the 31st of March a group of us went to
Adelaide Oval for the Variety SA Showdown
Luncheon. Members enjoyed a two course
meal, a chicken and lentil salad as well as a

a slow roasted steak and veggies (plus
unlimited drinks). Members met former

Crows AFL player Tony Modra and made
sure to get lots of photos. 

Trevor, Robbie,
Richelle, Clayton
and footy legend

Tony Modra.

Members with their
signed footballs!

Adelaide Crows
Captain Rory Sloan,

Richelle and Port
Power Captain Tom

Jonas

The lunch spread!



Get excited

for term 2!

ACTIVITIES

Jess, Jaime, Jarrad, Robbie, Clayton and
Eleni in front of new trees signage.

Emily leaning on
her shelf before it

was painted.

Please let us know if there
is anything you want us to
add in the next newsletter!









With all of this rain it's a great time to plant
some trees.

Tree Propagation sell native trees, shrubs 
and groundcover for $2.50 each plant!


